
Christmas Holly Vase Plastic Canvas Pattern -
A Festive DIY Project
The holiday season is upon us, and what better way to celebrate than by adding
some festive decorations to your home? If you're looking for a creative and
unique DIY project, then the Christmas Holly Vase Plastic Canvas Pattern is
perfect for you. With its beautiful design and easy-to-follow instructions, you'll
have a stunning centerpiece that will impress your guests.

What is Plastic Canvas?

Plastic canvas is a versatile craft material that resembles a mesh-like grid. It is
made from a flexible plastic material, making it easy to cut and shape into various
designs. Plastic canvas is commonly used in needlepoint projects, as it provides
a sturdy base for stitching and embellishments. This material is available in
different colors and can be easily found at most craft stores.

Introducing the Christmas Holly Vase Plastic Canvas Pattern

The Christmas Holly Vase Plastic Canvas Pattern is a delightful project that
combines the beauty of holly leaves with the functionality of a vase. This pattern
allows you to create a decorative vase cover using plastic canvas, adding a
festive touch to any room during the holiday season. The finished product can be
placed on tables, mantels, or as a centerpiece, infusing the Christmas spirit into
your home.
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Materials Needed

Plastic canvas sheets

Yarn in various shades of green and red

Plastic canvas needle

Scissors

Hot glue gun

A glass or plastic vase

Creating the Christmas Holly Vase

Follow these step-by-step instructions to bring your Christmas Holly Vase to life:

1. Start by cutting out the holly leaf shapes from the plastic canvas sheets. You
can use a template or create your own design.

2. Using the plastic canvas needle and green yarn, stitch the holly leaf shapes
together to form a cover that fits around your vase. Make sure to leave an
opening at the top to insert and remove the vase.
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3. Once the holly leaves are securely stitched, add red yarn to create the
berries. You can choose to make them a standalone accent or attach them to
the holly leaves.

4. Next, carefully slide your vase into the plastic canvas cover. Adjust the fit as
necessary.

5. For added security, use a hot glue gun to attach the edges of the plastic
canvas cover to the vase.

6. After the glue has dried, fluff and arrange the holly leaves to your desired
look.

7. Place your Christmas Holly Vase on display and enjoy the festive ambiance it
brings to your home.

Why Choose the Christmas Holly Vase Plastic Canvas Pattern?

The Christmas Holly Vase Plastic Canvas Pattern offers several benefits:

Cost-effective: Plastic canvas sheets and yarn are inexpensive materials,
making this a budget-friendly project.

Creative outlet: Creating the holly leaves and berries allows you to express
your creativity and customize your vase cover to your liking.

Festive decoration: The Christmas Holly Vase adds a touch of holiday cheer
to any space, creating a warm and inviting atmosphere.

Durable and reusable: The plastic canvas cover can be easily removed and
stored for future use, allowing you to enjoy this festive decoration year after
year.

The Christmas Holly Vase Plastic Canvas Pattern is a wonderful DIY project that
will enhance the festive ambiance of your home during the holiday season. With



simple materials and easy-to-follow instructions, you can create a stunning
centerpiece that will impress your family and friends. So, why not give it a try?
Unleash your inner creativity and bring the holiday spirit to life with this beautiful
craft project!
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Sparkling gold trim really makes this holly trimmed vase sparkle. I filled mine with
golden poinsettias for a dazzling centerpiece. Stitch this plastic canvas pattern
using 7 count plastic canvas mesh and medium weight yarn.
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